Dichotomy of good and evil verbalization in modern English and Ukrainian
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Abstract. The article deals with the problem of the dichotomy of good and evil verbalization in modern English and Ukrainian. The differences between cultural and language world pictures have been considered. The comparative study of lexicosemantic groups of nouns denoting good and evil as fragments of English and Ukrainian language world pictures by means of the procedure of formalized lexical semantics’ analysis has given the possibility to single out their essential qualitative and quantitative characteristics, structural semantic peculiarities, reveal their differences and similarities within the national, cultural and individually-psychological language pictures of two different nations. The lexicosemantic groups of nouns denoting good and evil in modern English and Ukrainian are of complex and multicomponential structure. Both the order and organization of the lexical stock under study are hierarchical. The latter is divided into the following groups: lexical units with the highest, middle, low degrees of polysemy and monosemantic words. The biggest part of the lexis denoting good and evil in both languages under study is characterized by the words with the low degree of polysemy. The analysis made has shown that the lexical units denoting good and evil occupy an important place within the lexical systems of the English and Ukrainian, and they are regarded as philosophical concepts of the world perception being an integral part of the humanity and human nature. Therefore, they make up the broadest and leading paradigm of valuable moral orientation, knowing no boundaries of time and space and making the formula of our thinking and world perception.
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Introduction. Language is the most significant way to preserve and form the human knowledge of the world. Representing the latter in the process of human activity, an individual fixes the results of his/her cognition in a word. The combination of this knowledge depicted in a language form is called “language intermediate world”, “language model of the world”, “language world picture”, etc.

The basic ethical notions of good and evil play an important role in the formation of language world picture of any nation as they are the culturally-conditioned basic units possessing the existential knowledge of not only a separate language bearer but the whole community. Consequently, the problem of the dichotomy of good and evil verbalization in modern English and Ukrainian remains relevant in modern linguistics.

Recent researches and publications. A significant number of scholars paid attention to various aspects of a world picture problem as well as elements constituting it. Scholars H.V. Kolshanskiy, S.A. Vasilyev, N.I. Sukalenko, Y.D. Apreysyan, V.H. Hak, A. Wierzbicka and many others in their papers analyzed the problems connected with language world picture and its presentation in different cultures. Important contribution to the problem of cultural and language world pictures’ differentiation has been made by the Finnish scientist Paulli Kaikkonen and Russian scholar S.G. Ter-Minasova. The attempt to differentiate between language world picture and conceptual one has been made in major works of I.O. Holubovska, O.V. Tyshchenko, M.P. Fabian, V.M. Manakin, A.A. Luchik, M.V. Pimeno-va, E. Leláková, L. J. Whaley, W. Croft, J. Nichols.

The purpose of the article is to reveal the main means of the dichotomy of good and evil verbalization in two distantly related languages – English and Ukrainian.

Material and methods. The material for the investigation is represented by 411 nouns denoting good and 763 nouns denoting evil in English, along with 217 nouns denoting good and 498 nouns denoting evil in Ukrainian, selected from the most authoritative lexicographical sources: Oxford English Dictionary in 12 volumes and Dictionary of the Ukrainian language in 11 volumes correspondingly.
all members of a culture do not share all, and exactly the same cultural representations. “Just as an epidemic does not affect all individuals in an area to the same extent (typically, some people are more seriously afflicted by the disease than others), we should not expect all members of a culture to share all cultural representations” [5, p. 51]. As a result, in the process of world perception collective cultural models are internalized and privatized by individuals through their own experience and developed into private mental models. Istvan Kecskés supports this point of view, drawing attention to the fact that “like lexical items, cultural patterns (often expressed in different communicative styles) code prior experience and encounters, i.e. relatively standard cultural behavior models and expectations that are activated in a given situational context. In the course of interaction, these existing models are modified and blended with situationally emergent new elements” [7, p. 87]. The Australian scholar Anna Wierzbicka throws light on the problem of interconnectedness between human cognitive activity and manner of its representation: “ways of thinking that are widely shared in a society become enshrined in ways of speaking. Ways of speaking change as the underlying ways of thinking change” [11, p. 22]. Therefore, the linguists support the idea that the language we speak largely determines our way of thinking, as distinct from merely expressing it.

We differentiate between cultural and language world pictures which are interconnected and refer to the real world surrounding the individual. The Russian scholar S.G. Ter-Minasova defines cultural world picture as “an image of the world refracted in human consciousness, i.e. human outlook, created as a result of his/her physical experience and spiritual activity” [1, p. 46]. It differs from nation to nation and is influenced by a variety of factors (geographical position, climate, natural conditions, history, social organization of the society, beliefs, traditions, and way of life). Language picture of the world, in its turn, reflects reality directly through cultural world picture. The latter is more extensive, wider and richer than the former one. Moreover, cultural world picture is primary in respect to language world picture, but only language verbalizes the culture, preserves and transmits the knowledge of the world from generation to generation. It is capable of describing anything available in cultural world picture. Language world picture isn’t considered to be a mirror representation of the world but some form of world interpretation that is common to some separate individuals differing from each other, and regarded as a dynamic phenomenon being constantly specified. Our conceptual system indicated as language world picture image depends on physical and cultural experience and is inseparably interconnected with it. “Words are given meaning by being attached to the things represented via the “ideas” which represent them. The introduction of words greatly facilitates the combination of ideas into a responsible picture” [6, p. 17]. Consequently, world picture is revealed in ideas and notions, with a language being its substantial element.

The lexical stock of English denoting good (411 words) is divided into four groups according to their degree of polysemy whereas Ukrainian lexical units are less in number (217 nouns) and make up five groups. The first group of English nouns denoting good contains 84 lexical units (20.4 % of the total amount of our language material) semantics of which includes 58-20 meanings. In Ukrainian there are only 14 nouns represented by 14-10 meanings that constitute the first group (6.5 %). They are characterized by the highest degree of polysemy. These nouns characterize good as the highest moral value (truth, freedom, dignity; зла, честь), events and circumstances bringing enjoyment of life (gratification, entertainment, joy, mirth, pleasure, satisfaction; слава), a good attitude to people (affection, care, devotion, support; любовь, ли́ст, слава), person’s position and its recognition (re- gard, honour, respect, pride, consideration, glory, credit; увага, слава), possessions obtained during person’s life (wealth, thing, device, stock, estate, stuff, property, commodity, effect; скарб, розкіш, похідка). Lexical units spirit, ghost, heaven, дух represent symbolic associations connected with the person’s religious life. The distinctive characteristics of the most polysemantic English nouns are the representation of a process/deed having positive results (service, turn, favour, charity), happy fate or successful chance (fortune, lot, venture, advance, adventure, triumph), a norm of social behaviour (propriety, civility, morality, courage, gallantry). Several lexemes indicate positive human traits of character (heart, delicacy, jollity, honesty, kindness, gentility, charm, grace, virtue) and person’s feelings and emotions (love, passion, pity). Good is also treated as something that makes human life pleasant and comfortable (comfort, ease, easement, convenience, relief, security), benefit or profit (boot, return, interest, advantage, gift, odds, privilege, gratuity).

The second group is presented by 110 English nouns possessing 19-12 meanings (26.8 %) and 24 Ukrainian nouns with 9-7 meanings (11.1 %) – the middle degree of polysemy. Within this group good is manifested as actions performed for the sake of others (blessing, chivalry, exploit, help, assistance, feit, merit, boon, courtesy, mercy, alms, amends; порада, добро) and human feelings (sympathy, concern; умірка). The nouns accident, luck, opportunity, event, contingency, case, fate, destiny, doom, chance, hop, victory, win, success, природа reveal the influence of certain actions or states on realization of good. The latter describes social reality, i.e. the achievement of higher rank in society and life (eminence, praise, reputation, estimation, fame, superiority, reverence; шані, похвала, гонор, гордість), and material values (store, possessions, utility, revenue, fund, benefit, profit; плос, золото, біло, багатство, залишок, статок).

The English regard good as the unity of conditions and states (felicity, weal, welfare, peace, glee, exhilaration, amusement, health, delight, zeal, gaiety, warmth, beauty, bliss, rapture), traits of person’s character (wisdom, fairness, candidness, tenderness, heart, nerve, confidence, fineness, generosity, magnanimity, benevolence, modesty), types of human interaction (friendship, trust). Ukrainian nouns with middle degree of polysemy indicate the attitude towards a person (присвідство, захавання, заземлення, сприймання) and physical characteristics that enhance it (привідна, краса).

In English the third group is made up of 211 polysemantical nouns possessing 11-2 meanings (51.3 % of the lexical stock). The relations between them are characterized by the low degree of polysemy. In Ukrainian the units with the low degree of polysemy constitute two groups – 46 nouns having 6-5 meanings (21.2%) and 82 nouns with 4-2 meanings
accomplishment, pleasantness, cordiality, leniency, nastiness, wescr, қаққыр, person’s physical feature of English and Ukrainian most polymalous nouns possessing 14 meanings (14,9%). They are characteristic with the middle degree of polysemy in both languages indicate notions of individual’s everyday life and activity, social actions and deeds, attitude towards others (need, scarcity, necessity, poverty, inconvenience, success, stain, fame, censure, failure, slander, strife, feat, fraud, fight, cheat, abuse, violence, torture, war, battle, discord, tyranny, attack, terror, persecution, plunder, iniquity, depravation, disorder, malice, trial, scrap, danger, vice, woe, wile, mess, opposition, objection, difficulty, hardship, perplexity, penalty, prejudice; хитрость, блуд, брехня, нужда, недовольство, убогость, крах, руина, каторга, гнить, скандал, замах, против, суперечка, заколот, свары, занедуя, интрига, підступ, рабство, неволя) and indicating socially accepted evaluation of human activity (пуха, звёртность, слова, гонор, гордия, гордость, мародёрство).

The second group contains 203 English nouns with 19-11 meanings (26,6%) and 119 Ukrainian ones possessing 5-4 meanings (23,9%). The words with the middle degree of polysemy in both languages indicate notions of individual’s everyday life and activity, social actions and deeds, attitude towards others (need, scarcity, necessity, poverty, inconvenience, success, stain, fame, censure, failure, slander, strife, feat, fraud, fight, cheat, abuse, violence, torture, war, battle, discord, tyranny, attack, terror, persecution, plunder, iniquity, depravation, disorder, malice, trial, scrap, danger, vice, woe, wile, mess, opposition, objection, difficulty, hardship, perplexity, penalty, prejudice; хитрость, блуд, брехня, нужда, недовольство, убогость, крах, руина, каторга, гнить, скандал, замах, против, суперечка, заколот, свары, занедуя, интрига, підступ, рабство, неволя) and indicating socially accepted evaluation of human activity (пуха, звёртность, слова, гонор, гордия, гордость, мародёрство).

Six English monosemantic words (1,5%) form a separate group, characterizing a good divinity or genius (agathodemon), good fortune (good hap), the feeling of great pleasure or satisfaction (delighting), person’s traits of character (pleasantry, cordiality, leniency), interest or advantage (behalf), and propriety (common good, goods). The last group of Ukrainian language material is represented by 51 monosemantic noun (23,5%). These units characterize good as a versatile phenomenon and denote different realms of the objective world: material values (заможність, вигова, власність, дохід (доход)), advantage (вигідна, користь, корислива), moral qualities (чистота, моральність, оптимізм, здат), relationships between people (законність, злість, любов, любовь, альтруїзм, щедристь, щедрість), beneficial actions (зро́їм, віддав, взаємодобробот, боязливість, молодість), and unforeseen events (вєдя, куш, винувати). The group of lexis denoting evil in modern English is made up of 763 nouns which are characterized by different degrees of polysemy. Lexical units denoting evil in Ukrainian are less in number (498). The first group of English nouns denoting evil contains 61 lexical unit (8% of the total amount of our language material) semantics of which includes 42-20 meanings. In Ukrainian it is represented by 74 nouns possessing 14-10 meanings (14,9 %). They are characterized by the highest degree of polysemy. The common feature of English and Ukrainian most polysematic lexical units is the indication of emotions and feelings (rage, pas-
low degree of polysemy have much in common: denote the person who commits a wrongdoing or crime (fiend, enemy, foe, sinner; враг), actions opposite to the existing social and moral rules and laws (misdoing, trickery, adultery, burglary, suicide, misdeed, betrayal, manslaughter, assassination, killing, hoax, conflict, collision, misanthropy; злочин, каприз, самоубийство, самоубийство, викрик, наклеп, пояска, непобедимость, огрызок, розустра, безчестие, виолентос, зрада, злодіяновство, буйство, бездомство, зерцалство, крадіжка, хамство), behavioural forms and characteristics (cruelness, egotism, ferocity, abominability, loathing, mistrust, hostility, aggression; нахабность, жестокость, грубость, невежливость, охлоднобитие, презрение, невавчество, лицемерство, засоренность, злющаясь, неприязнь, мірство, засоромлення, зухвалість, підлість, знущання, неприємність, гнусність, розкіш, баснослов'я, брехність), religious and philosophical notions (monster, sin, darkness, demon, omen, cancer, guile, bug, Satan, irreligion, doomsday, hoodoo, atheism, goblin; пекло, прокляття, гроза, шайтан, (род) the peculiarity of the nouns with low degree of polysemy lies in the wide usage of words denoting negative traits of character (barbarity, weakness, badness, frailty, intolerance, vainglory, rudeness, baseness, savagery, impudence, greediness), the obstacles to perform good actions (evil, misery, plight, wickedness, vexation, affliction, infliction, ill will, sickness, malady, contumely, jealousy, hurt, hazard, risk, damage, harm, impediment, obstacle), unforeseen circumstances and events (incident, catastrophe, mischance, disaster). As a result, the semantic structure of nouns with the low degree of polysemy denoting evil in both languages is conditioned by social environment that substantially influences person’s life and activity.

Ukrainian is rich in monosemantic units denoting evil and quantitatively exceeds the number of words in English (119 nouns in Ukrainian and 19 in English). The group of lexical units in English characterizes evil as an evil spirit (Nick), a person who performs evil actions (evil-doer, bad-mash), or who is morally shallow (vile), unsuccessful end of something (non-success), bad influence on someone (mal-influence), actions against the law (damage, evil-doing, arson, bribing, petitifoggy, mal-government, mismanagement, defaulting), pain (ache), disease (scrofula), damage (harmfulness), anger, rage or violence (savageness, ire), wrong beliefs or view points (misjudgement, misfaith), an ugly action consisting in damaging of the like (cannibalism). The semantics of the nouns in both English and Ukrainian comprises the reflection of various notions of objective reality that prove the influence of extra-linguistic factors on the formation of their lexical meanings.

Conclusions. The good and evil dichotomy is one of the criteria of world perception, cognition and a constituent part of a system of values. In terms of the language world picture it is the marker of evaluation, the contents and essence of which may be adjusted in accordance with ethnocultural regularities and social stereotypes. The conducted research helped to reveal the fixed aesthetic evaluations and qualitative characteristics of the object in language community members’ consciousness, and correlate them with human existence within society.

In the language world picture of English and Ukrainian the generally accepted knowledge of good is revealed, first of all, as a moral category, valuable moral quality, a characteristic of an individual or a social group, as well as the norm of behaviour, the deviation from which causes censure in the system of social evaluation. If the English language world picture treats good from its interpreting as the highest spiritual value to more concrete notions connected with personal comfort and welfare, then the Ukrainian language world picture describes it through general ideas about a person, his/her inner world and moral qualities that help achieve results both in social life and relations with others.

In English and Ukrainian evil is associated with conscious and deliberate evil deeds and actions which are aimed at causing trouble, harm, mischief; humiliation of personal dignity, hostility, animosity, violence; that which causes pain, torture, distress, brings disappointment and contradicts moral laws and positive deeds.

The dynamics of changes happening in society affects the system of moral and ethical values, the basic categories of which are good and evil. Consequently, the latter are universal cultural phenomena, possessing a variety of psychological, social and spiritual characteristics, however, people of different cultures share basic concepts but view them from different angles and perspectives, making language bearers behave in a manner one may consider irrational or even in direct contradiction to what one holds sacred.
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